Tell me more about

HEALTHCARE STUDIES FOR NON-CARERS

WHICH PROFESSIONS?

- I have achieved good results in science.
- I’m interested in management and the human and social sciences.
- I’m aware of issues relating to public health and healthcare and social facilities.
- Candidates should ideally have a background in:
  - science having graduated with merit (degree in healthcare science or preparation for admission to a massage & physiotherapy training institute);
  - economics & social studies, science or technology having graduated with

Most of the professions listed require master’s level qualifications in law or healthcare, but some of them can be accessed after 2 or 3 years' higher education.

To find out more about the career opportunities available to graduates, consult the list of professions compiled by ODIf (Observatoire de la Direction des Formations), part of the University of Lille.

https://odif.univ-lille.fr/

ADMINISTRATION
- Administrative manager (finance, payroll, invoicing, etc.)
...

MANAGEMENT
- Head of a medical/social facility
- Hospital management assistant
- Hospital logistics assistant
- Coordinator/manager in a small gerontology or medical/social facility
- Manager in a medical/social association or business (personal assistance, disabilities, solidarity outreach, early childhood, etc.)
- Public health and social coordinator
- Case manager
- Social assistance manager
...

SOCIAL SUPPORT
- Family mediator
- Outreach assistant
...

HEALTHCARE
- Assistant applications engineer
- Clinical research technician
- Healthcare automation technician
- Biomedical technician
- Quality-control assistant
...

CARE
- Occupational nurse
- Occupational health secretary/assistant
- Occupational health department ergonomist
...
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POST-SECONDARY COURSES AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LILLE

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN 2 YEARS
Theory combined with apprenticeships in the field. Selective admission.

DEUST SOCIAL INTERVENTION
This scientific and technical university diploma prepares students for a professional qualification with core teaching on how to manage healthcare and social facilities and the specific features of medical/social challenges: disability, early childhood, elderly persons, etc.

3-YEAR BACHELOR’S DEGREES
Theoretical grounding to prepare for further study up to master’s level and/or civil service examinations.

DEGREE PUBLIC HEALTH AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
This course combines the core teaching relating to the social and medical/social sectors (public policy, psychology, sociology, disability and dependence, law, management, etc.) with modern management methods: organisational management, network collaboration, project management, marketing, human resources, financial management, logistics, IT, etc.

In year 3 of the degree programme, students choose one of three options:
- Public-health prevention
- Proximity management of gerontology and medical/social facilities
- Occupational health

DEGREE HEALTHCARE SCIENCE
This course gives students the chance to divide their studies between life science, public health, management and the human and social sciences.

This bachelor’s degree programme is run in direct contact with businesses and representatives of the healthcare sector and industry and includes several apprenticeships and contributions from professionals working in the field.

In year 3 of the degree programme, students choose one of three options:
- Healthcare engineering and environment
- New personal assistance technologies
- Biomedical maintenance

DEGREE HEALTHCARE SCIENCE OPTION MASSEUR/PHYSIOTHERAPIST EXAM PREPARATION
Under an agreement with the massage & physiotherapy training institutes (IFMK), a certain quota of places is reserved for ILIS students who have completed this exam preparation course and the relevant entrance examination. Students attend the same classes as other 1st years on the Healthcare science programme, but with coursework specifically relating to massage & physiotherapy training. In addition, they complete modules enabling them to move on to the 2nd year of the Healthcare science programme if they fail to secure admission to an IFMK.

For more information, see “Tell me more about preparing for admission to a massage & physiotherapy training institute”.

AFTER 2 YEARS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Whatever your background, you have the option of completing professional training. This course lasts one year and allows you to specialise, obtain a dual qualification or enter the job market after 3 years in higher education. This professional diploma is designed to lead immediately to employment.

AFTER A BACHELOR’S DEGREE
You can continue your studies to master’s level (5 years in higher education) in fields such as healthcare engineering nutrition and food science or public health and social science.

The information here is valid for the reference year 2018-2019. The academic programmes at ULille are subject to change in September 2020.

More info: consult the catalogue of courses at https://www.univ-lille.fr/formations or contact SUAIO.

Parcoursup
Find out about the requirements and terms of access for each course at: www.parcoursup.fr

Main campuses:
- A Campus Cité scientifique (V. D’Ascq)
- B Campus Moulins-Ronchin
- C Campus Pont-de-Bois (V. D’Ascq)
- D Campus Roubaix-Tourcoing
- E Campus Santé (Lille ; Loos)
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